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NEW YORK TRIP – MARCH 20-23, 2009 – TAYLOR: 9 yrs, SAMMIE: 4
yrs, DISNEY: 2½ yrs, CHRISTOPHER: 8 mos

(continued from previous posts)

Monday, March 23 – We left the hotel for the Pittsburgh Zoo
and promptly got lost.  Many cities are situated on just one
river, but some bank alongside 2 or 3 rivers, and that’s where
Pittsburgh lost me and we, in turn, got lost.  Multiple rivers
and all those hills – I have lots of trouble navigating my way
through hills and mountains for some reason – probably because
if you miss a turn, you can’t just go a block and correct
yourself because there’s hills in the way.  And Pittsburgh was
also not lacking in what had become our nemesis (besides the
ever-elusive  Waterways  bus)  on  this  trip  –  construction
zones.  And we already talked about how Jill the GPS doesn’t
do detours.  Lost as we were, we again got lucky and didn’t
wind up in any bad neighborhoods, but we did have to go
without breakfast and almost without lunch.  We stopped at a
random police station for directions, and they were very nice
(though they have some of the funkiest accents I’ve ever heard
there in Pittsburgh – what IS that?), but the directions were
very complicated, probably because of the rivers and hills to
drive around, and we got lost again.  Finally we found the
zoo, and we picked up lunch at a little food stand on the
river across from the zoo, and we refrained from making good
on our threats to throw Jill the GPS in the river.  Except now
we were down to only getting to spend 2 hours at the zoo
before they closed.

The Pittsburgh Zoo is nestled within some steep hills – like
all the zoos we visited on this trip – and you had to take an
elevator to get up the main hill and into the zoo.  Once
inside, we were very impressed.  I’m having trouble deciding
which  zoo  I  like  better  between  Pittsburgh  and  Akron  –
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Cleveland is not even on the same level as the other two. 
Pittsburgh has a thriving elephant herd – 2 calves born just
weeks apart last July!  Baby elephants are somewhat rare and
difficult to come by in zoos – if a zoo can actually get
elephants  to  breed  (and  I  know  the  baby  in  Toledo  was
conceived via artificial insemination, so breeding might be
somewhat  difficult),  they  still  have  to   wait  through  an
extremely  long  gestation  period  (almost  2  years!)  before
seeing  if  they  have  a  healthy  calf.   So  the  fact  that
Pittsburgh has 2 elephant calves that were born in the same
month last year (also the same month as our baby boy!) is
nothing short of amazing.

The Pittsburgh Zoo has an awesome aquarium with 3 types of
penguin and a huge seahorse tank – next to manatees, seahorses
are my favorite animal, and I have never before seen such a
nice habitat for them or such huge seahorses!  Also in the
aquarium is an area where you can pet stingrays, and there’s
even a tunnel that runs underneath their pool that kids can
crawl through and come up in the middle of the pool.  Here is
a picture of my daughter after she crawled through the tunnel:

And speaking of tunnels, Pittsburgh Zoo has a tunnel that goes
under their polar bear pool!  How cool is that?  We didn’t
actually see it because we were there near closing time, and
the bears were pacing by the door to go in for the night – we
knew  they  wouldn’t  be  swimming  any  more  that  day,  so  we
skipped the tunnel.  But I must go back some day to see that,
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and also to spend more time in this awesome zoo – ok, I guess
I just decided that I like Pittsburgh just a little bit more
than Akron, but it was a tough call!  Too bad Pittsburgh is
almost 5 hours away, or I’d return in a heartbeat!  And I
forgot to mention how many fun things they have to kids to do,
even beyond seeing the animals.  They had a totally awesome
looking playground, but we didn’t go on that one because we
weren’t sure we’d have enough time.  When we got to the end of
the zoo, there was another playground, so we let them play on
that until closing time.  Our 2-year-old got “stuck” at the
top of the playground – she was too scared to go down the
slide and refused to come back out through the tunnels.  I was
worried that we’d get locked in the zoo like a couple of
college kids I read about in Jack Hanna’s hilarious book, My
Wild Life – they got locked in the dark reptile house, where
they could hear things splashing around all night!  After we
got my daughter to come down off the playground (thanks to her
big sister who lured her away), the sea lions were putting on
a little show right in the front of the underwater viewing
window – which reminds me, we had also gotten to see an
impromptu sea lion show earlier in the day – the zookeepers
were  training  them  and  rewarding  them  with  fish,  it  was
really  cool to watch!

On the way home, we stopped in Elyria, Ohio for dinner at a
Golden Corral (always delicious) where my husband was a victim
of racial discrimination by the steak griller, and we found
what must be the last non-Super Walmart left in the world. 
Trying to save room in the car, we had neglected to pack
enough diapers for our two children who still wear them, and
we had to break into the new packs of diapers right there in
the Walmart to change a double poopie from the baby and his
big sister!  It was interesting to be in a Walmart without
groceries where the employees were actually preparing to close
the store for the night – almost like time travel, but if I 
traveled in time, the last place I’d go is Walmart!



So anyway, now we had only 2 hours left of the drive home, and
it passed uneventfully – the kids slept.  We got home sweet
home at about midnight, and the kids were really excited to
see their pets and their room – they had trouble getting back
to sleep.  The pets were happy to see us, and my thanks goes
to our great friend Carol who kept the pets healthy and happy
during our absence.  I was really surprised to see how big the
rats got in just a few days though, Carol, what did you feed
them?!?  �

So, I had an amazing adventure with wonderful people.  And
this is the end of my diary.  Well, not really, I will have
one more entry to go back to the World Trade Center site
visit, but I’m waiting for the right time to blog about that –
it was a very moving experience.  So thanks for reading, and I
hope you had fun and maybe even learned a little something
about places you may or may not want to visit some day!

New York Trip Diary Volume 2
NEW YORK TRIP – MARCH 20-23, 2009 – TAYLOR: 9 yrs, SAMMIE: 4
yrs, DISNEY: 2½ yrs, CHRISTOPHER: 8 mos

(continued from a previous post)

Friday March 20 (cont’d) – We arrived at the Akron Zoo about
2pm, which was right on schedule pretty much, although it
would  have  been  nice  to  have  more  time  to  explore  the
wonderful zoo that awaited us.  From what I saw, Akron looked
like a dumpy little city with a beautiful little zoo.  All of
the  exhibits  seemed  to  be  of  newer  construction,  and  the
animals seemed really active and happy.  The Akron Zoo has
many unique animals in their collection; including the super
rare Sumatran Tiger, (most people are used to seeing Bengals,
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also called Siberian tigers as those are the ones frequently
exhibited at zoos) and the Sumatran tiger was roaring when we
saw him.  They also have 2 types of animals that I was looking
forward  to  seeing  –  the  hyacinth  macaw  and  the  capybara
(largest rodent on earth) – but both species were off exhibit
waiting for warmer weather.  No problem, we had seen capybaras
at the Cleveland Zoo earlier in the day, and I have a macaw at
home, not a rare hyacinth, but a macaw just the same.  Akron
has  a  Malayan  sun  bear,  the  type  of  bear  that  was  the
inspiration to A. A. Milne for his Winnie the Pooh stories,
and these are also not commonly on exhibit in zoos.  When we
stopped for lunch, we were pleased to find that the cafe is
attached to a building with a Galapagos tortoise habitat, a
komodo dragon exhibit, a really cool marmoset environment (a
little marmoset – it’s a small primate, if you don’t know –
came running up to the glass when he saw us with our nacho
container and started licking the glass!), and an awesome
jellyfish exhibit.  Before Friday I had only seen one type of
jellyfish – moon jellies – but the Akron Zoo has several
different kinds on display.  My  favorite were the bulbous
blue blubber jellies.  Here is the marmoset trying to taste
our nachos through the glass while my daughter is in the
middle of a blink:

And next is a picture of the komodo dragon; I couldn’t resist
posting it.  These things are incredibly ferocious and huge. 
Once they claw (and look at those claws!) or bite their prey
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(and I’m talking prey as large as water buffalo), they hang
around until the animal succumbs to the 28 varieties of deadly
bacteria the komodo has in its saliva and then devour it. 
Sharon Stone and her husband Phil Bronstein have something to
say about the danger of komodos after one bit off his toes
during a behind the scenes visit.  You can’t really tell from
the picture, but this thing was almost 10 feet long!

The Akron Zoo is a place for great family fun.  The girls got
to be penguins:

and measure their wing spans:
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Even  though  their  baby  brother  didn’t  quite  make  it  long
enough to see all of the animals and activities Akron had to
offer:

Another cool experience we had at Akron was hearing the bald
eagles chirping.  I always kind of assumed they would have big
voices to match their size, but their tweeting was really
cute!  Overall, we had a wonderful day zoo-hopping.  After our
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visit to Akron, it was time to head for our hotel in New
Jersey.  The ride was uneventful; the kids got some sleep and
so did I.  The traffic in New Jersey was absolutely horrible,
which we totally expected, but what we didn’t expect was all
the  detours.   There  were  police  and  road  construction
everywhere, which amounted to a ton of traffic, especially for
one in the morning.  It was a bit stressful, but we did it,
and kudos to my wonderful husband who kept his cool and guided
us through the many detours for which Jill the GPS couldn’t
compensate.  But who needs Jill?  We made it without getting
lost!  And as we were walking down the hall to room 913 to
turn in for the evening, I turned to Jamy our great friend and
traveling Manny (man who’s a nanny in case you missed my first
diary installment) and said, “At least we’re not staying in
room 911 for our trip to New York.”  He showed me his key,
which  did  say  911  –  oops.   Thankfully  it  was  just  a
coincidence,  not  an  omen:

And here is a parting shot of our family outside the Akron Zoo
from earlier in the day – stayed tuned for Trip Diary Volume
3!
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New York Trip Diary Volume 1
When my family travels, I like to take notes and make a diary
of our activities.  I figure it will be fun to read later when
the kids are grown up and will also bring back many memories
that might otherwise be forgotten.  Now that I’m keeping a
blog, I decided to just keep the trip diaries in my blog; that
way I don’t have to write them twice and they’re automatically
saved for us in cyberspace.  Last weekend, my husband had to
go to New York on business, so we decided to make it a family
trip  and  take  the  kids  along.   Here  is  a  log  of  our
activities:

NEW YORK TRIP – MARCH 20-23, 2009 – TAYLOR: 9 yrs, SAMMIE: 4
yrs, DISNEY: 2½ yrs, CHRISTOPHER: 8 mos

Friday, March 20 – We left the house bright and early, only
twenty minutes past our goal of 8 am.  Disney and Christopher
had kept us up until 2:30 in the morning the night before, so
we were dragging a little, but they slept in so at least we
could tie up loose ends without them.  Sammie and Taylor were
big helps in the morning!  The kids were very good in the car
even though Christopher got a little crabby toward the end of
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the first leg.
We arrived at the Cleveland Zoo 11ish – not my favorite zoo. 
I’m not one to complain about any zoo, but Cleveland had lots
of walking to see a small amount of animals.  I think part of
the  problem  was  that  they  were  undergoing  a  lot  of
construction,  so  that  made  for  more  walking  around  the
construction  areas  and  also  to  some  animals  being  off
exhibit.  They have koalas, but one was sick and the other was
sleeping.  I’m glad I got to see it anyway though since seeing
koalas is a rare experience at zoos, but now I know why many
zoos don’t have them – they sleep 20 hours per day!  Cleveland
Zoo also has lots of steep hills, which was a “bear” (pun
intended,  wink  wink)  when  pushing  a  double  stroller,  but
luckily for me, that was my husband’s problem.  As we were
walking past the zoo’s hospital, an employee told us to come
inside because a baboon was about to have a physical.  This is
a really cool feature of this zoo – they have glass walls in
their  examination  rooms  so  that  zoo  visitors  can  watch
animals’  procedures.   Unfortunately,  the  baboon  was  not
cooperative, and they couldn’t get it sedated so we didn’t get
to see it.  We waited for about an hour, but we really wanted
to fit in Akron Zoo in the same day as well, so we decided not
to  wait  any  longer.   Here  are  my  girls  waiting  for  the
baboon’s physical:

Cleveland  Zoo  also  has  a  cool  rainforest  exhibit  which
normally costs extra admission, but our Toledo Zoo membership
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got  us  into  ALL  THREE  zoos  we  visited  on  this  trip  for
FREE!!!  What a bargain AND an extra special Valentine’s Day
gift from my husband that keeps on giving!  The rainforest
exhibit had a cool 2-story monkey/squirrel exhibit, and a
really nice view of a swimming gharial (a crocodillian with a
long slender snout).  But overall, the animal habitats were
lacking.  Thank goodness they are building new ones, but I
wish they were building one for the giraffes.  There were
probably more than 10 giraffes confined to a tiny indoor room
– at least it was only their winter quarters, so once it gets
warm, they can go back outside and have room to roam.  Hmmm… 
maybe when I’m done with this trip diary, I’ll have to 
develop a zoo rating system – that would be fun.  Then I’d
have an excuse to visit even more zoos, and re-visit some of
the old ones!

Here are the kids in front of the
lion exhibit at Cleveland – then it was on to the Akron Zoo.

“Just Akron, cold beer, and poor poor thing for 2 weeks?”  you
ask?  Well, not for two weeks, we were only there for about 2
hours, but I wanted to throw in that line from the stage play
Harvey (and later, the movie starring James Stewart) that was
running through my head for the two hours.  Stay tuned for
Akron!
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If  I  Could  Talk  To  The
Animals
I  just  returned  from  a  marvelous  trip  with  my  wonderful
friends to the NJ/NYC area.  We also made a couple trips on
the way and on the way back.  Who would have thought I would
be able to take two trips in less than a year’s time?  My role
of “Manny” was once again very fun (even if there were a few
slight moments in which I threatened to go into the back of
the minivan, sit on any malefactors, and tickle them).

Day one for me started about 6:30 AM.  I had to be at C&Ls in
time to leave by 8 and wanted to stop at Wal-Mart on my way. I
stood on the front porch and knocked for about 5 minutes and
decided to ring the doorbell butr apparently did not push it
right since no one heard it.  I did not want to get the dogs
going, anyway. So… shortly after 8, we were on our way.  First
major stop… The Cleveland Metroparks Zoo.  Not much there to
comment upon.  Not one of the best I have seen; however, the
next stop was one of the best.

We stopped at the Akron Zoo.   Much better than Cleveland’s
offering.  The exhibits were great.  Outside the restaurant
where we had lunch, there was a very friendly tamarin who was
very active and liked to show off.  There was also a very loud
Sumatran Tiger.  Not sure, but I think it was feeding time. 
Right next to the tiger was the animal that was the basis for
the creation of Winnie the Pooh: the Malayan Sun Bear.  We
went into the animal hospital where a very informative and
interesting volunteer informed us that a baboon was going to
be brought in for a check up and we would be able to watch the
procedure IF they could get the animal in the examining room. 
Unfortunately, he did not get there before our group decided
that it was time to continue and see as much of the zoo as
possible.  Interestingly, there was a group of high school
students who reminded my of my senior physics class trip to
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Cedar Point for Physics Day.  Very fun zoo.  Added to the
enjoyment was taylhis’ commentary which was very fun.  I’m
sure she will have even more to say and pictures to share.

Then it was back in the bus (OH… wait… that is ANOTHER post or
two later on) for the LOOOOOONG trek across Pennsylvania.

OOOPS!   Apparently, my memory failed me.  The problematic
baboon was at Cleveland and not Akron.  Thanks, Taylhis.

New  Jersey  Is  Lovely  This
Time Of Year, I Hear
Right now, I’m in the car with my husband, our 4 kids, and our
volunteer “Manny” (a man who’s a nanny – thanks Jamiahsh!);
we’re on the way to the New Jersey / New York City area!  How
did I manage to make a blog post, you ask?  Well, I’ve
actually typed this out days ahead of time and then used the
brilliant tangents.org feature “schedule a post”, choosing the
exact  date  and  time  for  which  my  post  will  automatically
publish itself!  I love technology AND tangents.org!

So  I  think  we’re  probably  between  zoos  right  now;  the
itinerary had us stopping at both the Cleveland and Akron Zoos
in Ohio on the way to New Jersey.  Two zoos only 20 minutes
apart?  How could I resist?  And why can’t my utopia of a
hometown be located within a 20-minute vicinity of two zoos?!?

I hope we made it to both zoos without being too pressed for
time, and I also hope the kids are being good on the long car
ride.  I hope our business meeting goes well tomorrow and that
we have a lot of fun before making it home safely.  Until I
return…
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Zoo Traveler
I really like to travel (NO FLYING THOUGH!), and we were
fortunate enough to do lots of it – before we had so many
little kids, of course.  We still try to make a yearly trip to
Florida, especially while we can still fit the entire family
in one car – something that soon won’t be easily accomplished
as the kids grow older.  At each travel destination, I have to
admit that my favorite tourist attraction is always the local
zoo.  I made a list of all the zoos and/or wildlife parks I
have visited, and I hope to add to it soon!  Here is the list
by state, country, or territory, followed by the city in which
it’s located.  An asterisk following the zoo means it no
longer exists.  I put notes about some of the places in
italics  as  sort  of  a  guide  in  case  you’re  interested  in
visiting one of those particular attractions and want some
info straight from a tourist’s mouth.

California:
Sea World San Diego
San Diego Zoo

Canada:
Bird Kingdom Niagara Falls Aviary, Niagara Falls, Ontario
Marineland, Niagara Falls, Ontario – this place is very cool. 
You can hand-feed deer, Beluga Whales or even Orcas (Killer
Whales).  You can throw food down to bears who beg and do
tricks.  There are also a variety of amusement park rides for
the whole family.  Look at me petting the Orca!
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Washington, DC
National Zoo

Florida:
Wooten’s Wilflife Park, Florida Everglades – a cool, family
owned place where you can see animals on display; including
alligators, crocodiles, and Florida panthers.  You can also
hold and feed baby alligators!  I wonder if they still exist;
their website hasn’t been updated since ’06!
Sea World, Orlando
Gatorland, Orlando
Animal Kingdom, Orlando

Idaho:
Zoo Boise, Boise

Illinois:

Brookfield Zoo, Brookfield – this is the zoo I grew up going



to.  In the 80’s when I was a frequent visitor, they had many
‘celebrity’ animals, with interesting stories to match.
Shedd Aquarium, Chicago
Peoria Wildlife Park, Peoria
Cosley Zoo, Wheaton
Glen Oak Zoo, Peoria
Henson Robinson Zoo, Springfield
Miller Park Zoo, Bloomington – yuck, not one of my favorite
places.  Their tiger exhibits consisted of teeny tiny cages,
and they had a really scrawny, terrible looking tiger, at
least in the late ’90’s when we lived in the area.  Hopefully
they’ve cleaned the place up.
Scovill Zoo, Decatur

Indiana:
Ft Wayne Children’s Zoo – a perfectly sized zoo to visit with
kids.  They have a wide variety of animals and some nice
exhibits.  They just recently built a chair-lift type ride
that will take you over the lion exhibit once it’s finished –
cool and scary at the same time!
Potawatomi Zoo,  South Bend
Fun Spot, Angola

Michigan:
Binder Park, Battle Creek

Minnesota:
Minneapolis Zoo, Minneapolis

Missouri:
St Louis Zoo, St. Louis

Nebraska:
Henry Doorly Zoo, Omaha – I know they’ve since rebuilt it, but
when  I  visited  back  in  2001-2002,  they  had  a  teeny-tiny
exhibit for the gorillas, which made them none too happy.  I
actually witnessed a huge male gorilla charge a kid and beat
on the glass from his small exhibit – scary!



Henry Doorly safari park, Omaha
Folsom  Children’s  Zoo,  Lincoln  –  a  very  nice  little  zoo
located in the heart of Lincoln.  It’s so well-laid out that
you can forget you’re in the middle of a capital city, and
they have lots of animals in a variety of nice exhibits.

Ohio:

African  Safari  Wildlife  Park,  Port  Clinton  –  I  love  this
place!  You can feed deer, elands, huge buffalo and a variety
of hoofed mammals from the comfort of your own vehicle.  In
season, they have pig races, animals shows, and camel and pony
rides for the little ones.
Akron Zoo, Akron – I was really impressed with the layout,
exhibits, and the happiness of the animals – a very impressive
little zoo!
Cincinnati Zoo, Cincinnati
Cleveland Metroparks Zoo, Cleveland
Columbus Zoo, Columbus – a zoo no one had heard about until my
favorite celebrity, Jack Hanna got ahold of it and made it a
world-reknown facility.  Huge zoo, and the only place to see
my favorite animals, manatees in my home state of Ohio!
*Sea World Ohio, Aurora – we actually lived in Illinois at the
time we visited here, but I’m glad we got to see it before
they sold it to Six Flags, who sold it to Cedar Fair.  Any of
the other Sea Worlds are quite a hike from IL or OH for that
matter, especially for a non-flyer such as myself.
Toledo Zoo, Toledo

Pennsylvania:
Pittsburgh Zoo – very impressive zoo!  Lots of kid-friendly
playgrounds  and  interactive  areas.  The  polar  bear  habitat
looked really cool – people go through a tunnel that the bears
can swim over – but we didn’t see it since the bears weren’t
in the pool.  I NEED a second look at this zoo and will
definitely allow more time when I get back there!
ZOOAMERICA North American Wildlife Park, Hershey – We did not
care for this zoo at all.  We visited in the late ’90’s, so



maybe they’ve added more to it by now.  But at that time, they
only had animals indigenous to North America, and let’s face
it, those are easy to spot in most areas of the U.S.  And
let’s face it, the real star tourist destination in Hershey is
the chocolate factory!

South Dakota:
Great Plains Zoo and Museum, Sioux Falls – I visited here with
my family when I was 15.  This place was amusing to us because
attached to the zoo is the museum, which has many taxidermied
specimans.  We joked that this zoo had more dead animals than
live ones!
*Marineland,  Rapid  City  –  note  the  asterisk,  this  place
doesn’t exist anymore, thank goodness.  When we visited in the
summer of ’93, they had dolphins and sea lions held in such
tiny cages and pools, it was sickening.  I haven’t been able
to find much info on this place, but I’m sure they were shut
down because of poor treatment of their animals.  I can only
hope the animals found a better home.
Bear Country USA, Rapid City – a cool drive-thru bear habitat
experience – keep those windows rolled up!!!  And check out
the baby bear nursery – so adorable!

Wisconsin:
Henry Vilas Zoo, Madison
*Serpent Safari, Wisconsin Dells

GRAND TOTAL AS OF 2009:

41  animal-themed  places  in  2  countries,  13  states,  1
district…   and  counting!


